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Abstract: The present study reports a critical review of NIO′s business model considering the
evolving landscape of the electric vehicle market and servicing. The objective of this study is to
develop a comprehensive framework that facilitates the identification of key elements character-
izing a company’s business model and highlights ongoing transformations crucial for adaptation
and survival in a rapidly changing environmental context. Focusing on the case study of NIO, a
relatively young Chinese original equipment manufacturer (OEM) specializing in high-tech electric
cars, the research delves into the challenging scenario of the Chinese electric vehicle market, which
recently faced a bubble in 2023. The market proliferation, supply chain disruptions, and price wars
triggered by Tesla have resulted in a survival struggle for numerous automotive startups, leaving
larger companies with increasing market shares. Despite facing adversities, NIO managed to secure
a promising segment catering to premium-range battery electric vehicles (BEVs), establishing a
competitive advantage through differentiation. By pursuing ambitious investments, the company
aims to create economies of scope and achieve cost leadership, venturing into new market sectors
and vertically integrating the production chain. Given NIO’s agility in adapting to market con-
ditions, aggressive entry into new segments, and a strategic vision for the future, it serves as an
excellent candidate for testing and validating the proposed framework. The research sheds light on
NIO’s trajectory and offers insights into its potential for sustained growth in the dynamic electric
vehicle market.

Keywords: electric mobility; market disruptions; competitive advantage

1. Introduction

In the last twenty years, the strong technological evolution in the automotive sector
has opened new market prospects for vehicles based on purely electric traction and pow-
ered by batteries, known as battery electric vehicles (BEVs), which, although still more
expensive compared to equivalent internal combustion products, are currently afflicted
with significantly fewer issues than in the past. Indeed, the first lead-acid battery electric
vehicles were already introduced in the early 1900s in the United States. However, relia-
bility problems with the batteries and their need for continuous maintenance, along with
limited power for use outside urban areas and the absence of a charging infrastructure,
led to their defeat compared to the internal combustion engine technology [1–3]. Starting
from the 1990s, remarkable progress in increasing the autonomy of lithium-ion batteries,
combined with the availability of widespread fast charging solutions, contributed to the
revival of electric vehicle technology. Simultaneously, the clean energy automotive industry
received significant global support from governments, recognizing its crucial contribution
to reducing greenhouse gas emissions, the main culprit behind climate change. This tech-
nological paradigm shift has prompted numerous automotive companies to reconsider and
transform their business models in response to changing environmental conditions, new
opportunities, and emerging risks [4,5].

In the same historical context, the phenomenon of servitization has also emerged,
representing the increasingly predominant trend of car makers offering a multitude of
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services often more profitable than the products themselves [6,7]. In addition to traditional
ancillary services such as routine maintenance or roadside assistance, new offerings have
enabled various forms of single, multiple, or periodic remunerations closely integrated
with the latest technologies installed in vehicles, such as advanced onboard computers,
connectivity, and artificial intelligence. The electric architecture itself has facilitated the
commercialization of functionalities that would have been challenging to implement with
traditional powertrains. For example, Tesla allows its customers to unlock additional
power or autonomy on their vehicles for a fee after a trial period [8,9]. In the near future,
new forms of servitization will leverage network technologies and autonomous driving,
enabling service propositions detached from vehicle ownership but focused on the end
result, such as booking trips in shared vehicles or using driverless robo-taxis.

Furthermore, the boundaries of the conceptual framework for the “tertiary sector”
exhibit a marked conditionality. The convergence of services and manufacturing, rapid
technological modernization driving economies, the pervasive influence of digitization
and customization, along with the trend of service externalization, give rise to emergent
service segments. Among these, the notion of “knowledge-intensive service” stands out as
a pivotal enabler of innovation [10]. These knowledge-intensive services find significant
application in advanced industries such as pharmaceuticals, medical devices, electric
power generation, oil and gas, machinery manufacturing, telecommunications, electronics,
aerospace, geolocation, engineering, consulting, and more.

Research Aim

Using the reference case of the electric vehicle market and servitization evolutions,
this study aims to develop a framework that facilitates the description of the characterizing
elements of a company’s business model and succinctly highlights ongoing transforma-
tions. The framework enables defining the necessary evolutionary path for a company’s
adaptation and survival in a renewed environmental context. Alongside the methodology
development, the paper presents a case study of a relatively young original equipment
manufacturer (OEM), the Chinese company NIO, which has been involved in the design,
development, and production of high-tech electric vehicles since 2014. In 2023, the scenario
in which NIO operates, the Chinese electric vehicle market, took the shape of a bubble.
The relative ease of producing battery-powered vehicles compared to internal combustion
ones, combined with strong government incentives for ecological transition, led to a pro-
liferation of automotive startups specialized in electrification. By 2019, there were over
500 such startups, but within four years, the number of active companies was reduced to
one-fifth due to market contraction, supply chain disruptions (caused by the government’s
“zero-COVID” policy), and the price war instigated by Tesla. In this context, companies
with larger market shares became increasingly dominant, while startups struggled to sur-
vive [11]. Despite facing challenges that threatened its survival, NIO swiftly captured a
fertile segment—premium-range BEV cars—and through ambitious investments acquired
a competitive advantage based on differentiation. In the medium term, with significant
investments, the company is striving to build economies of scope, ensuring future cost
leadership by entering new market sectors and verticalizing the production chain. NIO’s
ability to adapt quickly to market conditions, its agility in entering new segments, and its
declared strategic vision for the upcoming years make it an ideal candidate for applying
and validating the developed framework in this study.

2. Methodology

The methodology employed in this study aims to comprehensively analyze and
critically review NIO’s business model in the context of the rapidly evolving electric
vehicle market and servitization trends. The approach encompasses both qualitative and
quantitative analyses, utilizing a combination of primary and secondary data sources. The
primary data were derived from NIO’s financial reports, public statements, and official
documentation, while the secondary data were collected from scholarly sources, including
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Science Direct, Scopus, and other scientific search engines. Additionally, insights from
reputable automotive magazines and business journals were incorporated due to the
dynamic nature of NIO’s business model.

Data Collection: Primary data collection involves the extraction and compilation of
NIO’s financial data, strategic decisions, and corporate communications. This includes
annual reports, earnings calls, press releases, and official documents from NIO. Secondary
data were gathered from academic research articles, industry reports, and reputable sources,
ensuring a robust foundation for analysis.

SWOT Analysis: To construct a comprehensive understanding of NIO’s business
model, a SWOT (Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, Threats) analysis was conducted.
This analysis was performed for each key element of the business model canvas (BMC),
including customer segments, value proposition, channels, customer relationships, and
revenue streams. The strengths and weaknesses quadrants of each SWOT matrix were
completed to provide an overview of each business block (BB).

Business Model Canvas (BMC) Analysis: Based on the SWOT analysis, a series of
business model canvases (BMCs) were constructed for NIO. These BMCs capture the current
state of NIO’s business model and provide a visual representation of its key components.
Specific attention was given to customer segments, value proposition, channels, customer
relationships, and revenue streams. The analysis highlights NIO’s strategic positioning,
competitive advantages, and areas of improvement.

Future Business Model Projection: Drawing from the insights gained through the
SWOT analysis and BMC construction, a projection of NIO’s future business model (referred
to as the “future BMC”) was developed. This projection considers recent strategic moves,
financial balance data, and publicly released statements made by NIO. The aim was to
anticipate the evolutionary steps NIO needs to undertake for sustained profitability in a
rapidly changing market.

Validation and Discussion: The constructed framework and projected future BMC
were validated and discussed in the context of NIO’s trajectory, the electric vehicle market,
and the evolving servitization landscape. The analysis considers the implications of NIO’s
strategies, adaptability, and potential for sustained growth amidst market disruptions.

The present methodology employs a comprehensive approach, integrating primary
and secondary data sources, SWOT analysis, BMC construction, and future business model
projection to critically review NIO’s business model. The resulting insights contribute to a
deeper understanding of NIO’s strategies, challenges, and potential for continued success
in the dynamic electric vehicle market. The utilization of both academic and industry
sources ensures a holistic perspective on NIO’s evolving business model.

Finally, we propose a comparative assessment of the NIO’s business model with two
major competitors through the methodology outlined by [12], called the four-element model.

3. Results: The NIO Case

A business model represents a customer-centric framework, typically employed to
delineate a company’s swift and precise adaptations in response to shifting customer
requirements. It involves the company’s endeavors to cultivate enduring customer rela-
tionships extending beyond product design and manufacturing to encompass post-sales
services during later phases of a product’s or project’s lifecycle. Essentially, a business
model constitutes a pivotal competence that enables a company to differentiate itself from
competitors, foster innovation, expedite market introduction of innovations, and define
strategic priorities and interrelationships among business processes.

The notion of a business model was initially applied in sectors like services, IT, media,
automotive, and electronics, characterized by a multitude of products with diverse variants
targeting mass markets [13], and this era witnessed foundational research. The conventional
interpretation focused on creating and delivering value to clients with cost effectiveness,
essentially addressing the revenue-generation process. Thus, financial, economic, and
marketing components formed the bedrock of the business model. Recent significant works
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integrate traditional and advanced concepts (such as platform or project business models)
into four categories applicable for tailoring products and services depending on the volume
of transaction and level of offer customization [13,14].

Nowadays, the perception of a business model has evolved beyond its role as a mere
marketing instrument for bolstering competitiveness. It has emerged as a fundamental
component of strategy, providing the foundation for advanced IT tools and scientific break-
throughs. Its influence extends to diverse realms including technological entrepreneurship,
strategic management, and crisis management. This progression has given rise to spe-
cialized fields such as business continuity management (BCM), a methodical approach
focused on identifying threats, assessing consequences, and devising preemptive remedies
to protect stakeholder interests, uphold reputation, and preserve critical facets of business.
As a result, the dimensions of the business model concept are continually expanding.

3.1. Battery-Swap Adoption in China: The Emergence of NIO

China has become the nation with the world’s largest automotive market in the last
two decades, surpassing 23 million vehicles sold in 2022 (almost twice the number of
vehicles sold in the United States, ranking second in the global market size), with an
average annual growth rate of 17.5% since 2000 [15,16]. With the electric revolution, the
predominant model of the Chinese automotive industry, which relied on joint ventures
with well-known Western brands, is gradually losing significance. At the beginning of
2022, the Chinese Ministry of Commerce removed the joint venture requirement for foreign
automotive companies operating in the country, allowing the establishment of wholly
owned local factories and facilitating the entry of new foreign automakers. In the EV
sector, the knowledge gap between Chinese and Western industries is considered much less
significant than the expertise accumulated by European and American manufacturers in
internal combustion engine development, providing a substantial development opportunity
for the local industry.

Simultaneously, a historic milestone was achieved in 2022, when for the first time,
half of the vehicles sold in China were manufactured entirely by domestic OEMs [17]. In
2022, one out of every four vehicles sold was an NEV (of which 74% were BEVs), with local
manufacturer BYD leading the market (30%), followed by the joint venture SAIC-GM (9%),
TESLA (9%), and Chinese manufacturer GEELY (5%). Projections indicate that by 2025,
electric and plug-in hybrid vehicles will constitute 13% of the entire circulating vehicle fleet
in China, which is double the forecast for Europe and triple the forecast for the USA [18].

In this context, in 2014, the Chinese entrepreneur William Li launched the NIO
brand [10]. NIO has established itself over the years as one of the most successful automo-
tive start-ups with a different form of technology compared to almost all of its competitors:
the battery swap, supported by proprietary swap stations that allow the complete restora-
tion of the vehicle’s autonomy in 4–5 min thanks to the automated replacement of the
exhausted battery with a fully charged one.

The battery-swap technology contrasts with the more common slow-charging tech-
nologies for various technological and economic reasons:

• It contributes to reducing range anxiety, provided that the swap station network is
sufficiently extensive;

• It eliminates concerns about battery wear and potential accelerated vehicle depreci-
ation, decoupling the value of the two (a particularly significant factor in the used
car market);

• It allows the use of different battery types while maintaining a consistent mechanical
interface. For instance, users could choose between a low-cost and lightweight battery
for urban mobility or an enhanced one for longer journeys. Moreover, more advanced
batteries may become available over time and be compatible with vehicles purchased
in previous years, avoiding the obsolescence of the entire vehicle;
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• It drastically reduces the time required for a full charge, from the range of 6–12 h
(mode 2 charging) or 3–4 tens of minutes (mode 4 charging) to the range of 1–6 min
(battery swap);

• It does not exclude traditional or fast-charge charging methods, which remain available
to ensure compatibility with the most common charging stations;

• It enhances battery safety and durability, as the charging cycles of batteries in stock
are consistently controlled;

• It significantly lowers the vehicle cost, enabling the adoption of hybrid business models
based on ownership or servitization for the vehicle and various forms of servitization
for the battery and charging. This is generally referred to as battery leasing, in which
the battery is offered under some form of periodic rental at a certain rate. The evolving
model, also adopted by NIO, is called “battery as a service” (BaaS). In this case, the
contract covers the service itself, including maintenance, warranty, remote diagnostic
monitoring, and battery swapping [19]. The BaaS service is generally more flexible
than battery leasing, allowing easy upgrades to batteries with larger capacity, including
the use of fast-charge charging stations, or flexible termination of the contract.

It is also worthy of note that if neighborhood electric vehicles (NEVs) achieve mass
adoption comparable to that of current internal combustion engine (ICE) vehicles, the use
of fast-charging stations during peak energy demand periods could lead to an overload
of the national electric structure, resulting in the risk of blackouts due to high demand.
Conversely, battery-swap systems can contribute to better balancing the national electric
and energy structure: The stations are capable of intelligently recharging the stored batteries,
concentrating energy absorption during less congested periods of the day and making
better use of renewable sources or even supplying the stored energy back to the grid in
critical situations.

By the end of 2022, NIO had over 1200 stations in China, with plans to reach
2300 stations by the end of 2023 [20]. As of the time of writing, NIO is the world leader in
battery-swapping technologies and BaaS services [21]. The idea of battery swapping is not
entirely new in recent history; Renault attempted to introduce this technology in 2009 with
the launch of the Fluence Z.E. model, supported by the Israeli company Better Place, tasked
with developing the battery-swapping infrastructure. However, Better Place declared
bankruptcy in 2013 with a deficit of 800 million dollars, facing evident cash-flow problems
due to the low market penetration of the product despite the significant investments re-
quired for widespread adoption of the swapping stations, which resulted in the unit cost
increasing from the initially projected 500 thousand dollars to 2 million dollars [22]. Tesla
also announced a similar technology in 2013 but never actually launched it on the market,
citing low interest from potential consumers. Currently, the closest comparable analogy to
NIO’s technology is provided by the Chinese state-owned company BAIC, which initiated
a battery-replacement service primarily targeting the B2B market, producing exclusively
vehicles used as taxis, a significantly different business model from NIO’s B2C approach.

In 2020, battery-swap systems were included in the Chinese government’s plan for
strategic investments in 2021–2035 [23], formalizing political support that restarted the race
for technology development and attracting new potential entrants. Therefore, although the
technological idea is not new, the timing for the introduction of this technology is much
more favorable than in the past. A 2021 estimate predicted that by 2025, the number of
NEVs in China equipped with removable batteries could exceed 1.2 million units, with
an estimated need for at least 1200 stations nationwide [23]. After just two years, NIO
had already built such a number of stations, having produced over 300,000 vehicles in the
meantime [24,25].

In May 2021, NIO revealed its plans for expansion into Europe, officially commencing
sales in Norway. In October 2022, the availability of three new models was announced
in Germany, the Netherlands, Denmark, and Sweden, with the intention of building 120
Power Swap Stations in Northern Europe by the end of 2023, along with the inauguration
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of an R&D center in Berlin focused on autonomous driving and infotainment [26]. By the
end of 2022, NIO had over 15,000 employees, including over 700 in Europe.

NIO’s value chain is profoundly different from that of Western OEMs but common
to other Chinese NEV manufacturers. The vehicle construction is not performed directly
by NIO but through a joint venture with JAC Motors, a state-owned manufacturer with
whom the agreement has been confirmed until 2024. NIO is responsible for business
model development, vehicle design, engineering, supply chain, quality assurance, and
production techniques, while assembly and operations management are entrusted to JAC.
Battery production is also not directly performed by NIO but mainly outsourced to the
Chinese giant CATL, which, as of Q1 2023, held the position of the world’s largest battery
manufacturer, with a 35% share of the global market [27].

Although a five-year strategic collaboration pact was renewed between the two com-
panies at the beginning of 2023, NIO has simultaneously sought ways to reduce its depen-
dence on CATL. New suppliers like CALB and WeLion have been introduced, with the
former focused on supplying batteries for the latest models and the latter for designing
and producing new-generation 150 kWh batteries with solid-state technology. Addition-
ally, investments in proprietary cylindrical cell factories have begun, which are capable
of supporting 800 V charging (technologically similar to those used by Tesla), leveraging
the expertise of a dedicated team of 400 individuals in battery research and development.
The construction of the first such factory in Hefei began in February 2023, with operations
expected to start by 2024. Finally, strategic alliances have been formed with raw material
suppliers, such as NIO’s equity investment in the Australian lithium supplier Greenwing
Resources, to mitigate potential supply chain bottlenecks [28].

3.2. Product Innovation and Brand Strategy

NIO’s name in Chinese is “Weilai” and is translated into English as “Blue Sky Coming”.
The NIO logo encompasses heaven (symbolizing vision, openness, and future) and earth
(symbolizing action, direction, and momentum) [29] (see Figure 1).
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The company’s stated mission is to “shape a joyful lifestyle by building a community
through intelligent electric vehicles, to share joy and grow together with users”. The image
that NIO aims to create is, in fact, that of a highly recognized brand that is close to the con-
sumer, with interactions not limited solely to the cordialities exchanged during the vehicle
purchase and delivery phases, seeking to implement a product differentiation strategy in
a highly crowded BEV market composed of around 200 electric vehicle manufacturers in
China alone in 2022 [30]. NIO’s vision revolves around “creating a sustainable future by
redefining the automotive industry”, as suggested by the components of its logo.

Forbes reports that 73% of consumers consider the customer experience a critical
factor in establishing brand loyalty and that 84% of customers are convinced to purchase a
product if recommended by someone they know [31]. It is possible to analyze how NIO
has built its marketing strategy around these two pillars: customer loyalty and referrals.
NIO co-founder Qin Lihong himself stated a preference for investing in services that can
increase perceived quality rather than in billboard advertisements. He cites the example
of the additional services provided by NIO during the traditional annual exodus from
cities to suburban areas that takes place before the Chinese New Year: With a moderate
investment, the company was able to offer a series of extra benefits, from car washes to
emergency roadside assistance, in addition to free battery swaps. Lihong also stated that

https://www.nio.com/about
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approximately 60% of new sales are due to referrals from existing customers to acquain-
tances [32], confirming the validity of Forbes’ statistics. To gain the trust of European
consumers, NIO launched its vehicles with an extended 5-year warranty (extendable to
10 years) inclusive of free roadside assistance for the same period. The leasing packages
already include a complete range of services, such as an extended monthly mileage limit
(1250 km per month), insurance, winter tire changes, and discounts on home charging
stations. Additional insurance coverage, such as scratch and accidental damage protection,
can also be added. Orders can be placed online, with the option of free delivery (and
pick-up in the case of transferring ownership of a used NIO vehicle) to one’s home or an
NIO House. The combination of these services, referred to as “worry-free services”, helps
not only maintain high customer satisfaction and a perception of a premium brand but
also creates value throughout the entire lifecycle of the vehicle product. The services can
be booked through the app, which also serves as a monitoring and remote diagnostic tool,
automatically exchanging necessary data for connected assistance in case of issues.

NIO has decided to fully focus on the social aspect of word-of-mouth both offline and
online. The offline channel that NIO emphasizes the most is represented by the construction
of “NIO Houses”, multifunctional showrooms designed to offer users an interactive area
where they can get to know and experience the vehicles. The NIO Houses are defined
by the company as “an open and pleasant place where NIO enthusiasts can share their
interests and experiences together” and are located in strategic areas of cities, characterized
by spacious and modern designs and equipped with conference rooms, libraries, bars,
recreational areas for children, and workstations with seating. They host events such
as public readings, yoga classes, and art moments and are generally designed as spaces
available to the community, with 110 locations worldwide as of April 2023 [33]. It is
evident that NIO aims to create a “brand community” model based on word-of-mouth and
brand loyalty—analogous to what IKEA did with the Swedish meatballs served in their
store restaurants and the common areas made available, adding attributes to traditional
showrooms to enhance the sense of community among brand loyalists.

In addition to NIO Houses, there are larger “NIO Delivery Centers” that, in addition
to featuring the characteristic elements of NIO Houses, offer customers the option to pick
up their vehicles in person instead of waiting for home delivery and provide assistance for
the initial configuration. The vast areas are also used for test drives, after-sales services,
and to serve as a point for returning used NIO vehicles.

The company has also set up an e-commerce system accessible through the smartphone
application (“NIO App”), where a wide selection of branded products labeled “NIO Life”
is available, created in collaboration with famous designers. These products range from
antibacterial T-shirts to eco-friendly home products, high-quality wines, kitchen utensils,
electric bicycles, and cookies [34]. The system is integrated into the app together with
various social network functionalities where NIO customers can interact directly with
each other, post content, and exchange their experiences. Several of these products have
won international design awards, demonstrating that NIO’s strategy is not only to put its
brand on commonly available merchandise but also to create highly differentiated and
recognizable objects [35]. The penetration of NIO Life products exceeds 50% among NIO
vehicle owners, associated with an average annual spending of USD 300 per customer [36].

NIO’s product strategy for different customer segments initially followed a similar
path to that of Tesla and other automotive startups: starting from the high-end segments,
with focused and highly rewarding products, to create the new brand image and fund
the development of more affordable models for the mass market. By doing so, they could
then implement a strategy focused on penetrating new customer segments (see Figure 2)
for reference. Li stated his intention to enter the Volkswagen market segment by 2024,
introducing a compact car with a list price below EUR 30,000, using a new brand reserved
for more affordable vehicles, with “a brand relationship similar to that between Audi and
Volkswagen” and aiming to provide “better and more affordable products and services
than Tesla” in both China and Europe [37,38]. It is worth noting that the five Northern
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European countries chosen by NIO for their European launch are among the top 13 in
terms of per capita GDP on the continent (top 10 if Luxembourg, Switzerland, and Iceland
are excluded) [39]; the arrival of more affordable models could enable penetration into
customer segments traditionally oriented towards the mass market, as found in Spain, Italy,
and France.
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Figure 2. NIO product line pricing and launch year for each model (pre-Chinese price war prices).

The implementation of the battery replacement system carried out by NIO is con-
ceptually user-friendly, fully automated, and has a total duration of less than 6 min. The
vehicle is manually positioned by the driver in a specially marked area perpendicular to
the entrance of the station. Once the car is parked on the platform, a button appears on
the onboard infotainment system. When pressed along with the brake pedal, it initiates
the process: the vehicle maneuvers autonomously and positions itself inside the charging
station, precisely aligning for battery exchange. After centering, a robotic process unscrews
the depleted battery from the undercarriage, which is then stored in the warehouse through
a conveyor belt. The fully charged new battery is retrieved from the storage and installed
using the reverse process. Throughout the procedure, no intervention is required from the
driver, who does not even need to exit the vehicle. The removed battery is automatically
analyzed before undergoing charging, and if any issues are detected, it is sent for repair [40].
In April 2023, NIO announced that when associated with the NOP+ (Navigation on Pilot
Plus System) autonomous driving service, the battery-swap service will become even more
automated: The vehicle will be capable of heading towards the highway exit, completing
the battery exchange, and rejoining traffic without any intervention from the driver [41]. As
of today, a so-called second-generation station can store 13 batteries and carry out 312 daily
replacements. Third-generation stations, expected to arrive starting from autumn 2023,
will be able to store 21 batteries and perform 408 daily replacements; they will reduce the
average battery replacement time by one minute and will be natively equipped to provide
stored energy to the power grid—a usage that could help balance peak demand on the grid
and enable a new form of compensation [42].

In addition to the swap stations, NIO is deploying public fast-charging stations (re-
ferred to as “NIO Power Charger”) capable of supporting 180 kW charging. In any case,
NIO has equipped its vehicles with standard charging ports, allowing them to charge at
non-proprietary public charging stations, thus countering the initial limited availability of
swap stations. Additionally, NIO offers two variants of home charging stations:

• The Power Home: a compact 7 kW wallbox charger that enables the charging of a
100 kWh battery in 14 h, with free supply and installation provided with the first
vehicle purchase;
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• The Power Home Plus: larger but capable of providing 20 kW of power, tripling the
charging speed.

3.3. NIO: Business Model Analysis

The authors analyzed how the main technical factor of differentiation for NIO’s
product is the battery-swap feature. The cost of a battery-swap station has never been
publicly disclosed by NIO. A study by Halmstad University in 2021 estimated a cost in
China of approximately EUR 700,000 per station, including start-up costs and batteries,
compared to the EUR 280,000 required for a fast-charging station [23], However, with
increasing economies of scale and the progress of the learning curve, the gap between
the two investments is decreasing. As of the time of writing, NIO claims to have built
over 1300 stations in China and initiated construction in Europe (with 16 stations already
completed as of May 2023 and a target of 120 by the end of 2023), with aims to have at least
4000 stations deployed globally by the end of 2025, with 1000 of them outside China [43].
This allows us to estimate a total investment of approximately three billion euros by that
time. NIO has never wanted to outsource the swap service, justifying that the long-term
cost of ensuring the same level of customer satisfaction with partner operators would be
significantly higher.

NIO’s President, Lihong Qin, has publicly emphasized the importance of quality
as a fundamental element for building a lasting relationship with the customer, which
does not end with the vehicle’s delivery at the dealership but enables multiple direct and
service-related sales over time. NIO seeks to reverse the concept of traditional OEMs that
historically focuses most of their efforts on maximizing short-term sales. According to Qin,
creating more value and achieving “brand premium” status also has another advantage:
allowing Chinese-made vehicles to have a similar or even higher selling price compared
to equivalent German or Japanese vehicles, which are on average 20% more expensive
for a similar product [36]. The financial difficulty lies in having to advance capital for
investments that will not yield immediate financial returns (typically, marketing initiatives
must generate an ROI within a year from the cash outflow), but these investments should
be evaluated in relation to the entire product lifecycle. In this sense, investment in new and
improved services is initially rewarded in terms of customer loyalty and increased referrals.
As demand is saturated, thanks to the increase in volumes and new customers utilizing
these services, the return becomes more apparent. At the beginning of 2023, the CEO of
NIO confirmed the intention to maintain this strategy and not to sacrifice investments in
customer services, including swap and charging stations, in order to continue building the
perception of a premium brand even though the company’s profitability is taking time to
arrive [44].

In the same interview, Qin reiterated the importance of managing accessory products
such as car wash and mechanical parts upgrades, which are directly operated by NIO in
its own Service Centers rather than by third parties. Even the trade of NIO Life products,
which in the balance sheet of a traditional OEM would have marginal economic relevance,
becomes part of the NIO ecosystem, contributing not only to generating revenue but also
spreading the brand’s image of quality and community membership. Figure 3 summarizes
the pillars of NIO’s business model strategy discussed so far: direct sales of vehicles and
batteries (including options, potential upgrades, and used vehicles); subscription services
that ensure recurring revenue (battery as a service, advanced driver-assistance systems
(ADAS) as a service, car rental); direct operation of accessory aftersales services and NIO
Life products; a strong community thanks to loyalty and referral systems (such as NIO
Credits and NIO Points) and the spread of physical meeting points like NIO Houses;
and NIO Power services, accessible to NIO customers and partly to owners of other
electric vehicles.
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The first commercial proposal of NIO included an unlimited and free lifetime battery-
swap feature, imitating the successful model initially implemented by Tesla, which offered
unlimited charging to its customers (until the end of incentives in 2016, when Tesla declared
the long-term economic unsustainability of such a business model business [45]). The
number of free battery swaps per vehicle was progressively reduced with new contracts;
in 2023, with the BaaS service, customers were entitled to up to four included swaps per
month in the Chinese territory and up to two included swaps per month in the European
territory [46].

Since 2021, there have been four main contractual options offered by NIO in China:

• Purchase of the vehicle without the battery and rental of the battery (BaaS): By avoiding
having customers purchase the battery, NIO can offer vehicles on the market that are
up to EUR 85.00 cheaper than the list price [19], requiring in return the subscription
to a BaaS plan starting from EUR 130/month. Four battery swaps per month are
included, beyond which each additional swap becomes a paid service. It is possible
to change the battery every month (and from 2022, in some cities, even daily) with a
battery of different capacity and cost, according to one’s needs [47];

• Purchase of the vehicle without the battery and rental of both the battery and all
charging services: This option is similar to the previous one but also includes the
possibility of using fast-charging stations;

• Subscription of the vehicle and battery, at a decreasing monthly cost, with four in-
cluded battery swaps per month: this service is available only in some cities [48];

• Purchase of the vehicle and battery together: It is possible to use the battery-swap
service even if the battery has been purchased. This may seem counterintuitive, but
it is based on the observation that battery owners, after avoiding swaps for the first
few months, lose interest in having a “new” component compared to the advantage of
being able to use the battery-swap service [49].

In 2020, the subsidiary “NIO Financial Leasings Co.” was set up, with the task of
facilitating vehicle financing by offering rates lower than those on the market. In 2022, the
possibility was added to withdraw from the rental agreement and to be able to purchase
the battery separately, for customers who had subscribed to one of the last two methods,
upon payment (in addition to the cost of the battery) of a “service fee” [50].

With the opening of the European market, specific subscription models have been
introduced for Western countries:

• Leasing of the vehicle through third parties: in reality, leasing partners buy the vehicles
directly from NIO and then activate leasing contracts with the end consumer. This
option is exclusively dedicated to corporate customers and not to private individu-
als [51,52];
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• Short- or long-term vehicle and battery subscription, with flexible durations from 1 to
60 months: This included insurance, maintenance, battery swaps, free charging for
the first 6 months, and the option to return the vehicle at any time. The monthly price
decreases progressively if the subscription remains active;

• Fixed-term rental of the vehicle and battery (from 12 to 60 months): This includes
all the features of flexible leasing but with a 10% reduction in costs compared to the
minimum rate of flexible leasing at the expense of a predetermined and unchangeable
rental period;

• Purchase of the vehicle without the battery and rental of the battery (BaaS): In this
case, customers save between EUR 12,000 and EUR 21,000 (depending on the capacity
of the chosen battery) with a subscription ranging from EUR 169 to EUR 289 per
month. It is also possible to finance the vehicle at a lower interest rate than the market
rate [53]. Two free battery swaps per month or 200 kWh of fast charging are included,
beyond which each additional swap or charging becomes a paid service (EUR 10 per
swap + EUR 0.20 per kWh) [54]. By way of comparison, at the beginning of 2023, the
maximum cost for an additional swap was EUR 30, which is half the average price of
a conventional fast charge [55]. It is not possible to terminate the BaaS and purchase
the battery at a later time, unlike what happens in China, but NIO has opened up this
possibility in the future [49];

• Purchase of the vehicle and battery together: In this case, it is not possible to use the
battery-swap stations, unlike what is allowed in China [56].

The options for the European market were expanded over a few months; at launch,
only the rental of the vehicle and battery together was planned, but later on, direct sales
were introduced, probably also to address the initial shortage of swap stations in the Euro-
pean territory. In most regions, NIO offers “worry-free” insurance services, as mentioned
earlier, all activated via the app and including vehicle pick-up and home return. The
direct sale of certified used vehicles by NIO is also available through the app, for now only
in China.

In June 2023, to respond to the price war of BEVs in China in a sustainable way for
the company’s budget, NIO cut the prices of all new models by USD 4200. However,
they eliminated the lifetime free battery swap for new customers and introduced it as a
separate one-time package priced at USD 3900, which includes four free battery swaps per
month for life, free lifetime connectivity and roadside assistance, and an extended 10-year
warranty [57].

Figure 4 shows the combinations of PSS (product-service systems) offered by NIO as
described so far, based on the classification by Gaiardelli. The following coexistences can
be observed:

• PSS historically offered by most OEMs, predominantly transactional in nature, both
product-oriented (new and used car sales, repairs, aftersales services) and use-oriented
(corporate leasing, short-term rentals);

• PSS currently offered by most OEMs, predominantly relational in nature, both product-
oriented (periodic maintenance, financing) and use-oriented (long-term rentals);

• Innovative PSS of a relational nature also offered by other OEMs, either product-
oriented (such as remote diagnosis, on-demand assistance, used vehicle pickup) or
use-oriented, like subscription-based features, primarily Adas as a service;

• Innovative PSS for which NIO can claim a marked competitive advantage, predomi-
nantly relational and classified as at the boundary between use and result: variable-
duration vehicle subscription services including battery swap, charging subscriptions,
and of course, BaaS. In this category, the authors also included those of a transactional
nature, such as on-demand Power Mobile charging, single charging at NIO-owned
charging stations (open to competitors’ vehicles as well), new battery sales, the range
of NIO Life products, and community services offered in NIO Houses.
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Lastly, it is necessary to consider the company’s future strategy. Executives have
repeatedly expressed interest in transitioning to a mobility as a service model, where
NIO-produced vehicles become part of an integrated mobility system, providing a user
experience fully oriented toward the outcome [58]. In 2019, NIO formed a partnership with
Mobileye (a company owned by Intel) to supply vehicles equipped with level 4 autonomous
driving systems. As part of this collaboration, tests began in Germany at the beginning of
2023 to launch a robo-taxi service consisting of an ES8 fleet [59]. NIO is also among the
financiers of the startup Pony.ia, one of the first companies in China to obtain a license for
completely autonomous taxi operations, authorized to operate without a control driver
on board [60]. At the end of 2022, NIO entered into another partnership with the tech
giant Tencent, focused on developing high-precision maps and using cloud technology to
create advanced self-driving algorithms. Although NIO has not yet directly capitalized on
these investments, it is reasonable to assume that it could strongly enter this sector in the
short to medium term. The authors depict the likelihood of future outcome-oriented and
purely relational PSS proposals, such as robo-taxi services and other potential future MaaS
applications, in a paler color in the top right corner of the diagram in Figure 4.

3.4. NIO: Building the Business Model Canvas

There are now enough data to construct the NIO business model in order to consider
the evolutionary steps that need to be taken to ensure its future profitability (Figure 5) [61].
The authors completed the strengths and weaknesses quadrants of each SWOT matrix,
aiming to provide a concise overview of each business block (BB). The business model
canvases (BMCs) thus created were analyzed, and a possible evolution of the business
model (referred to as the “future BMC”) was identified, taking into account the recent
strategic moves made by the company, financial balance data, and publicly released state-
ments. For the sake of brevity in this document, only certain BBs are included, such as
customer segments, value proposition, channels, customer relationships, and revenue
streams. On the other hand, key activities, key resources, key partners, and key partners
BBs are schematically presented in the discussion section.

In the following sections, a strength (S), weaknesses (W), opportunities (O), and threats
(T) analysis is presented, known as SWOT analysis, as well as a future business model
canvases (BCMs) analysis.
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3.4.1. BB Customer Segments

S: NIO confirms its ability to progressively expand its customer base through the
introduction of diversified products, as evidenced by the increasing deliveries in recent
years (see Figure 6 [62,63]) and the intentions to launch eight new models starting from
2023. With ongoing collaborations and advanced experiments on autonomous driving, NIO
is also preparing for a new type of outcome-oriented clientele, which will utilize robo-taxis
and level 5 autonomous vehicles in the future.
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W: It is necessary to consider that in areas far from swap stations, the attractiveness of
NIO vehicles may be lower and comparable to that of other electric vehicles. To maintain
high differentiation, leveraging other distinctive factors is essential due to the high level of
competition.

O: The global market for battery electric vehicles (BEV) is continuously rising, sup-
ported by national and federal governments, with renewed opportunities for entry into
lower segments due to government incentives. Regarding BEVs, the share of the European
market dominated by Chinese brands is significantly increasing, reaching 5% in 2022 and
projected to be between 9% and 18% by 2025 [64]. While the average price for BEVs in
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China has decreased by over 50% since 2015, it has increased by 14% in Europe, providing
significant opportunities for Dragon OEMs to enter the European market, [65].

T: It is natural to identify the main competitors of NIO in the premium segment of the
BEV sector. The crowding of the high-end segment in China is justified, as it represents
only 12% of the automotive market but generates 50% of OEM profits [66]. Tesla remains
the main competitor, especially after opening the Shanghai factory in 2019, which allowed
reducing the applied price points in the country. NIO’s leadership, while recognizing the
importance of Tesla, focuses more on German brands such as BMW, Mercedes, and Audi
as direct rivals, given their concentration in the premium sector and established customer
base in China. The CEO of Volkswagen (and Audi) has also acknowledged NIO as a new
competitor [67]. William Li has identified Apple as the “ultimate rival” in the long term,
which, with the rumored entry into the automotive sector, could find the winning mix of
technology and humanity, values that perfectly align with NIO’s [68].

BMC FUTURE: In the long term, NIO will consolidate its offerings for mid- and
mass-market customers using two new dedicated brands for each segment, which is
necessary to maintain the value of the current brand. The announced intention is to
strengthen its presence in Europe, which currently represents a significant opportunity for
Chinese car manufacturers. Speculations also suggest an imminent entry into the Arab
market, following an investment from the Abu Dhabi government. With the increasing
number of competitors, especially in the lower segments, it will be essential to continue
providing differentiation beyond the swap technology and maintain low rates of customer
abandonment to other OEMs. NIO is also preparing for mobility as a service (MaaS) in both
China and Europe, continuing to develop its advanced autonomous driving algorithms
and engaging with new service providers like Mobileye and Pony.ai.

3.4.2. BB Value Proposition

S: NIO customers recognize the high-quality levels of the vehicles, as confirmed by
various independent companies specialized in quality and customer satisfaction evaluation.
The marketing research company J.D. Power has awarded NIO several first prizes in the
NEV category in recent years [69], while the Chinese Automobile Quality Network ranked
NIO seventh out of twenty-six most relevant electric vehicle manufacturers operating in the
Chinese market in its 2023 Brand Quality Ranking [70]. The company has demonstrated its
ability to respond quickly to market demands, adapting subscription methods according to
the geographic region and updating them rapidly based on market response.

W: With an increasing number of customers and served regions, it will be essential to
maintain high quality levels and make the brand known. European markets have strong
local brands with an extensive network of dealerships available as reference points [64].

O: Compared to the past, the European market has become more interested in new
brands and alternative transaction methods, partly due to the continued increase in prices
of European brands in the post-pandemic period. The preference of younger generations
for subscription models is growing, along with the demand for immediacy in mobility
services utilization.

T: Porter’s model indicates threats from substitute products and new competitors
entering the market due to the rapid technological evolution of batteries. Charging capacity
is rapidly increasing, with energy density multiplying approximately eight times from 2008
to 2020 [71], and technologies that accelerate charging are continuously developing, aiming
to fully recharge a vehicle in under 10 min within 5 years [72]. Tesla’s Supercharger V4,
installed in March 2023, delivers 40% more power than current ones [73]. Over time, the
utility of swap stations may diminish due to the growing range and charging speed of
electric vehicles, raising concerns among analysts [40]. The threat of new entrants in the
sector remains high, including third-party swap station providers. NIO uses a proprietary
battery exchange standard, while the Chinese provider Aulton serves 30 different vehicle
models from 16 OEMs at a single station [43]. OEMs with removable batteries might
benefit from existing infrastructures or government decisions pushing for a unified stan-
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dard [74]. New providers like Ample and CATL’s BaaS model could absorb cash inflows
from stations [75,76]. NIO intends to open its standard, engaging in dialogues with car
makers [77]. Startups like Aiways, offering battery-swap technology, could pose a threat,
forming alliances with station manufacturers like BAIC [77].

BMC FUTURE: NIO takes the competition from fast chargers seriously. NIO’s liquid-
cooled cable-equipped columns are more powerful than Tesla’s Supercharger V4
(500 kWh vs. 350 kWh) and are open to vehicles from other car makers. Battery swapping
is just one pillar of NIO’s business model, as 40% of its customers have not used swap
stations [78]. In the long term, battery swapping might lose relevance as a fast-charging tool
but remain effective against vehicle obsolescence, allowing upgrades to newer batteries.
NIO will focus on NIO Power services, including columns, home solutions, and on-demand
emergency charging. Opening swap station standards to other OEMs could create value
for competitors’ customers. Efforts are needed in the European market to establish NIO
as a recognized premium brand, maintaining high quality standards even with increased
production volumes. Continuous innovation and consolidating the customer experience
will be crucial.

3.4.3. BB Channels

S: The absence of intermediaries in new and used car sales, subscriptions, and after-
sales services ensures high profit margins by avoiding third-party commissions on every
transaction. The quality of the products is starting to be recognized by European media
through various awards and positive journalistic reviews from publications in the Old
Continent [79].

W: During expansion phases, the absence of partner channels prevents the company
from immediately benefiting from an extensive existing network in the territory capable
of rapidly promoting the brand and requires substantial investments in directly managed
facilities such as NIO Houses. Some of these facilities have proven to be particularly costly,
like the one in Shanghai, which incurs a monthly rent expense of USD 240,000 alone [80].

O: Analysts indicate that future market trends will involve a mixed reality charac-
terized by physical touchpoints and digital channels, including online configuration and
home deliveries. NIO has enjoyed several years of advantage over traditional premium
OEMs who are recently migrating to this new model and must capitalize on this lead. The
quality of customer service, ease of autonomous online operation, and overall product
excellence must be maintained at an exceptional level to avoid detrimental impacts on the
user experience of clients.

T: The NIO app effectively exploits its distinctiveness by functioning not only as a
mere vehicle sales channel but also as a point of attraction and experience exchange among
customers. However, it must consistently innovate to remain attractive and encourage
customers to “consume” [81], responding to competitor strategies emphasizing emotional
engagement. Over 90% of car buyers consulting social networks as part of the vehicle
selection process believe they have been influenced by these platforms [82].

BMC FUTURE: NIO must find the right balance between the “user enterprise” strategy
facilitated by NIO Houses and the cost sustainability of these establishments. Emphasis
should be placed on NIO Spaces, which, while not providing the same type of experience,
allows broader product exposure to a larger audience at a significantly lower cost. Simul-
taneously, continued investment in direct Service Centers in new territories is crucial to
promptly meet the needs of new customers and generate additional revenues. The app’s
attractiveness must remain high, delivering an elevated experience while responding to
competitors’ app advancements. Marketing strategies should be tailored to new markets,
leveraging local media to ensure the brand’s distinctive elements are recognized and not
confused with those of other Chinese OEMs.
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3.4.4. BB Customer Relationships

S: The relationship that NIO seeks to establish with its customers is profound, with the
NIO app acting as the central hub. It has been previously analyzed how the NIO community
is invited to provide direct feedback on the offered services, within a context that fosters
collaborative innovation and member support. The community is also encouraged to
promote the brand through the dual incentivization system of NIO Credits and NIO
Points. The creation of the NIO Life sub-brand, offering design and food products directly
associated with the promoted lifestyle (modernity, sustainability, technology, style), serves
the triple purpose of promoting the main product (the automobile), generating affiliation,
and ensuring additional revenue. The app’s over 200,000 daily accesses have led to a total
of 8 million products sold since the brand’s launch at the end of 2022 [83].

W: The high cost of acquiring new customers, primarily due to continuous investments
for expansion into new markets, makes it imperative to maintain a “customer-first” culture:
For NIO, it is crucial to gain recognition while also retaining attracted customers. The
development of brand identity (what the company wants to communicate about itself
through its products and services, in this case, the perception of premium quality and
reliability and what sets it apart from other similar companies, in this case, advanced
technology, community, and battery-swap services), brand image (the perception and
feelings of customers towards a particular brand), and brand awareness (consumers’ ability
to place the company’s products in a certain category and the tendency to re-consume
products from familiar brands) is essential in a sector that is becoming increasingly crowded
and where the consumer’s perception of purchasing risk for BEV products is still high due
to current limitations in BEV technology [16].

O: The previous data suggest the existence of significant room for improvement,
especially considering NIO’s achievements in the Asian market. In 2022, NIO ranked in the
top 200 most valuable brands in China [84] and topped the list of the most promising brands
not only in the automotive industry but the entire industrial sector of the country [84].
NIO must demonstrate the ability to achieve similar success in Europe. The vice president
of NIO believes that the Western BEV market is still in pre-boom conditions and offers
considerable growth potential, with a 25% share of the premium market at stake [85].

T: According to Porter’s model, the bargaining power of buyers towards NIO is
assumed to be high given the servitization model adopted by the company. This model
implies an easy termination of the customer-company relationship if customers perceive
declines in quality, service issues, or simply no longer need the specific product, especially
due to the availability of new goods in the market with more suitable features or prices.
At the beginning of 2023, another factor, the price war initiated by Tesla in the Chinese
market, led to a 14% price reduction for its models and substantial price erosion among
most competitors, as shown in Figure 7. The price war showed signs of slowing down in
China by June 2023 but began to extend to the European and U.S. markets. Furthermore,
NIO faces the challenge of competitors like Geely and BMW responding to NIO Life with
their own structured offerings of branded lifestyle products [86].

BMC FUTURE: The factor of economies of scope becomes essential in a business
model where differentiating the effort to meet the perceived satisfaction of customers from
different segments is not allowed. While NIO’s brand identity is already strong in China,
its brand image and brand awareness still need to be developed, primarily due to the
company’s youth, especially in the Western market where various Chinese-manufactured
electric vehicles are often associated with each other in the mind of the typical consumer,
if not entirely unknown. NIO’s initial stance of not engaging in price wars and publicly
declaring their unsustainability aligns with the brand image creation strategy pursued so
far. However, there is a real risk of increasing the gap between NIO’s prices and those
of its competitors, leading to a loss of market share if this situation persists. In mid-
2023, NIO reacted by removing a service that included a certain number of free battery
swaps per month from its price list but stated that they would not introduce lower-priced
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configurations characterized by decontenting (removing certain vehicle features) that could
reduce the premium perception of the product [79,87].
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3.4.5. BB Revenue Streams

S: The dual BaaS/direct sales model, offering many adaptable contractual alternatives
to meet customer needs, allows for maximizing incoming flows; the company records
revenues from car sales offered at a lower price than competitors when sold without a
battery; revenues from the sale of used vehicles, which depreciate less over time compared
to other EVs with integrated non-removable batteries [89]; recurring revenues from battery
leasing, usage of swap stations, and fast-charging columns; and revenues from battery
sales, possibly at a later stage after the vehicle purchase. With the launch of new, more
powerful batteries, it is possible that customers may purchase more than one during the
vehicle’s useful life or choose a more expensive subscription to lease one with greater
capacity. Batteries at the “end-of-life”, i.e., no longer usable in vehicles (below 80% of their
original capacity), can be resold for a second life in various applications, contributing to
the company’s commitment to the circular economy.

W: Between April and June 2023, NIO experienced a decline in deliveries attributed
by analysts to the period of model renewal (lower interest from potential customers in
purchasing older products): During the quarter, the first deliveries of the EC7 models,
the new generation of ES8, and especially the “all-new” version of the ES6 SUV, the best-
selling vehicle of the automaker, began [90]. Q1 2023 revenues had already closed at USD
1.56 billion, which was below analysts’ and NIO’s own expectations, marking the first
decline after uninterrupted growth since March 2020 (see Figure 8). NIO partly justified
the negative performance with higher sales, in percentage terms, of the ET5 equipped with
a 75 kW battery pack, a model characterized by lower profitability among all. In 2022, the
revenues from “automotive regulatory credits” also significantly decreased compared to
the previous two years, resulting in a significant loss of remunerative flow for NIO [91].
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O: Despite vehicle sales remaining the main revenue source (92% of the total), NIO
has managed to increase revenues from accessory services including repair, maintenance,
and NIO Power, progressively capitalizing on investments in fast chargers and service
centers [93]. These revenues surpassed half a billion dollars in 2022, mostly composed of
NIO Power subscriptions (1.7% of the total) and additional services such as accessory sales,
interest from financial services, and extended warranties. Revenues from battery upgrades
have significantly decreased compared to the previous year; in this regard, the company
must certainly better advertise the benefits of a battery upgrade both in used car sales
and in leasing or create commercial proposals that incentivize upgrades. Undoubtedly,
the launch of the new 150 kW battery with a range of 1000 km, scheduled for summer
2023, will represent an opportunity for gain. Another aspect that NIO is working on is the
streamlining of supply flows [90].

T: The BEV market in China is showing the first signs of slowing down; after a substan-
tial doubling of sales in 2021 and 2022 compared to previous years, a more modest +30% is
expected for 2023. In the 2023 investor report, NIO explicitly mentions the slowdown of the
Chinese economy as one of the potentially most significant threats to the company’s future,
along with the potential worsening of political-economic relationships between China and
the USA. Some CEOs of European OEMs are urging EU authorities to impose tariffs on
imported Chinese cars, describing it as the only solution to maintain the manufacturing
chain in the Old Continent, where costs are 40% higher than in China [94]. In mid-June
2023, sources close to the EU Commissioner for the Internal Market leaked information
about an imminent opening of a dossier for the evaluation of such a proposal [95].

BMC FUTURE: In 2023, NIO is not yet profitable, as the authors analyze in the
cost structure BB and in the concluding chapter. Revenues related to accessory services,
subscriptions, and merchandise are increasing even in percentage terms on total revenues,
but they are still not significant enough to significantly impact the operating result; these
increased incoming flows have also been largely negatively offset by the reduction of
environmental credit sales, which have high margins and on which the company may rely
less in the future. NIO must find a way to increase recurring revenues—based on some
analyst estimates, it is possible to calculate that each vehicle sold generates about USD 700
in annual recurring revenues, even though only 40% of consumers use BaaS [96]; for every
half a million vehicles produced, there is the possibility of generating USD 350 million in
annual recurring revenues throughout the vehicle’s lifespan, which represent revenues that
would increase proportionally if NIO manages to increase subscriptions. Responsiveness
in adapting the business model to economic conditions remains essential. NIO’s response
to the price war of 2023 and the decline in sales was the decision, not without pain, to
discontinue the service of unlimited free battery swaps for new customers, which was
offset by a general reduction in prices ranging from 6% to 9%: a move positively judged by
Deutsche Bank [97]. In this way, NIO will benefit from increased sales price attractiveness
in exchange for higher recurring revenues during the vehicle’s lifecycle (from USD 12 to
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USD 14 per swap, in addition to charging fees that NIO has declared to make more flexible
also with the creation of prepaid packages [98]).

The authors can now build the current business model canvas in its complete form
and integrate the changes that NIO will presumably need to implement in the future based
on the available information.

Figure 9 reconstructs NIO’s business model canvas by combining the nine identified
building blocks from the previous chapter. Bold and crossed-out elements indicate the
business model transformations that the company has already started or will undertake
in the immediate future based on the information available to date. This integrated repre-
sentation of how the company captures, creates, and delivers economic value allows for a
concise and dynamic visualization of the ongoing transformation of the business model
paradigm of the company.
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4. Discussion

Analyzing the BMC, the actions that NIO is beginning to undertake to counter the
threats identified by Porter’s model are evident. The threat of substitute products has
been addressed by orienting the future model not only towards battery swapping but also
towards NIO Power fast-charging services being offered to customers of third-party OEMs
as well. In response to the threat of new entrants in the battery-swap sector, NIO has reacted
by opening its own standard to establish its supremacy and forming strategic alliances
with leading companies in traditional service station management, which is crucial for
accelerating the spread of swap stations and fast-charging columns. The bargaining power
of suppliers, typically low due to high competitiveness in the sector, is further controlled
by NIO’s strategy of vertical integration, strategic alliances, and raw material control.

On the other hand, the bargaining power of buyers, which is usually high in service-
based businesses, is partially limited in NIO’s case due to its unique technological offering
within the reference price range, well-developed brand identity in China (strong connection
between “NIO”, “luxury”, and “battery swap”), and customer recognition of the high
quality of products and services offered. In this context, community development and
word-of-mouth, along with the NIO app, have proven to be successful strategies in China
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and serve as valid alternatives to traditional advertising. In the future, the company must
focus on developing brand image and brand awareness to maintain its economic moat,
with particular attention to Western markets.

NIO is managing to carve out uniqueness compared to numerous competitors in
an increasingly crowded sector, implementing a precise differentiation strategy. Despite
the recent decline in sales, in Q1 2023, NIO remained the most successful local electric
vehicle manufacturer in China in the price range above RMB 300,000 (approximately EUR
38,000) with a 55% market share, and in the range above RMB 400,000 (approximately EUR
50,000) with a 76% market share [99]. The electrification of the premium market in China
is progressing more slowly compared to other segments, which may be counterintuitive
to a Western observer. The premium electric SUV market in 2023 represented only 12%
of the market mix, a low value compared to the mass market, where BEVs have reached
a 21% market share [99]. Consequently, NIO has significant potential for growth in the
general premium sector, which aims to materialize at the expense of European luxury
OEMs, identified as the main competitors by the company’s management.

NIO is aware that it needs to make extensive efforts and substantial investments in
Europe, prioritizing the construction of swap stations, which are behind schedule as per
initial plans [99], and promoting brand awareness in a market where, as discussed earlier,
Chinese vehicles are not easily recognizable to the average consumer. Moreover, like other
carmakers in China, it can boast a manufacturing cost that is on average 20% lower than
that of European OEMs [100]. The impending aggressive entry of NIO into the mid and
mass markets using dedicated brands can benefit from economies of scale, the already
established charging infrastructure, and renewed government incentives for electric vehicle
purchases in China and most European countries (though in more limited forms than in
previous years).

In the context of business modeling, the Chinese company NIO has garnered signifi-
cant attention for its distinct perspectives and approaches. NIO’s business model departs
from conventional paradigms, presenting unique value propositions to its customer base.
The company introduces a novel dimension to the electric vehicle (EV) market by seam-
lessly integrating innovative technologies such as artificial intelligence (AI), autonomous
driving capabilities, and battery-swapping infrastructure. This convergence of cutting-
edge elements redefines the mobility experience, offering consumers not only efficient
and sustainable transportation but also a cohesive ecosystem characterized by enhanced
convenience and reduced environmental impact.

The essence of NIO’s strategic sustainability hinges on several key factors. First and
foremost, the company’s business model underscores a commitment to ecological con-
sciousness by promoting widespread EV adoption. This aligns with global imperatives for
mitigating carbon emissions and fostering environmental stewardship. Additionally, NIO’s
innovative battery-swapping mechanism addresses the prevailing concern of EV range
anxiety, thus mitigating a significant barrier to electric mobility adoption. This approach
bolsters the company’s long-term viability by ensuring continued consumer interest and
confidence. Furthermore, NIO’s business model demonstrates a multifaceted approach to
customer engagement and retention. The company places strong emphasis on cultivating a
community of loyal patrons through tailored services such as its comprehensive battery as
a service offering and user-centric software updates. These initiatives engender enduring
relationships and engrossment with the NIO brand, thereby contributing to sustained
market presence and customer loyalty.

In recent years, NIO has demonstrated the capability to rapidly adapt prices and ser-
vice offerings, dynamically responding to changing market conditions. It swiftly expanded
the various combinations of BaaS, sales, leasing, rental, and after-sales services available in
its regional sales areas. In the imminent future, NIO will capitalize on new products based
on the NT 2.0 technological architecture, which will feature a new range of on-demand or
subscription-based features such as various levels of Adas as a service. These features have
the potential to generate periodic forms of remuneration. Additionally, NIO will introduce
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supplementary products like higher-capacity next-generation batteries, smartphones with
personalized services for in-car use, advanced customization in after-sales services, and a
growing number of NIO Life accessories.

Looking into the medium to long term, the BMC highlights the need to make all
MaaS (mobility as a service) activities profitable, which are still in their embryonic stage,
where the company is involved as a partner providing autonomous driving services or
vehicles equipped with advanced hardware. The substantial investments in direct control
of raw materials, internal chip design, and battery production will eventually lead to
significant reductions in the cost of goods sold. However, due to a dangerous decline in
gross margins observed in recent quarters (refer to Figure 10), NIO had to postpone its
break-even expectations initially set for 2024 [101]. The liquidity issue that NIO may have
to address in the near term arises not only from the decline in sales of first-generation
technological architecture vehicles but also from the multiplicity and heterogeneity of
investments that management has undertaken in parallel to reduce future variable costs
and secure a lasting competitive advantage.
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The CEO of Li Auto, an emerging OEM specialized in marketing lower-tier hybrid
and electric vehicles compared to NIO and a potential direct future competitor, emphasized
that a healthy and sustainable automotive company should target a product gross margin
of 15–25%, as demonstrated by BYD and Tesla [98]. NIO will need to continue dynamically
adjusting its pricing strategy to increase sales and revenue. Towards the end of June 2023,
the ongoing price war in China that started at the beginning of the year appeared to have
experienced a first slowdown, with several Chinese carmakers no longer offering the dis-
counts that were in effect over the previous six months. Just a few weeks earlier [102], NIO
decided to unbundle the BaaS service package from the base price to enhance competitive-
ness. Therefore, NIO must be capable of seizing the opportunity presented by the renewed
market conditions.

The financial consulting firm Alixpartners observed that “technology control, govern-
ment support, cost competitiveness, and business models that respond better and faster
to market demands are the combination underlying the success of Chinese OEMs” [103],
and NIO does not seem to be an exception. Analysts from the Japanese investment bank
Mizuho Securities stated in a note in June that “Despite short-term difficulties, we believe
NIO remains well-positioned thanks to several imminent projects, including the lower-
cost ES6 SUV [. . .], a leadership position in the Chinese premium electric vehicle market
[. . .], expansion into Europe and the global market, and a continuously evolving product
range” [104]. The liquidity injection from the Abu Dhabi fund, along with cost stabilization
efforts for SG&A (Selling, General, and Administrative) expenses and the postponement
of several previously planned capital investments to 2024, should allow the company to
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mitigate these challenges. Moreover, it offers a privileged position in a potentially strategic
and luxury-oriented new market, the Arabian Peninsula.

Finally, in this study, we integrated contemporary data to conduct a comprehensive
analysis that contrasts the NIO business model against that of Tesla, its principal counterpart
in the Western EV market segment. Additionally, we juxtaposed NIO’s business model with
that of BMW, a distinguished competitor renowned for its premium brand identity despite
its engagement in both EV and ICE vehicle production. As mentioned, NIO’s management
has identified BMW as an ideal benchmark due to its widespread recognition as a premium
automotive brand. Also, BMW has started to include servitization on its own business
model [105]. Table 1 shows a summarized comparison, while below is reported a brief
discussion regarding the results of the four-element model methodology implemented.

Table 1. Business model comparison with two NIO competitors.

Element Model NIO Tesla BMW

Customer value proposition High-end premium BEVs
Be global leader on BEVs: from
niche market, through high-end

market, to mass market

World’s leading manufacturer of
premium automobiles

and motorcycles

Profit formula Internal R&D, outsource
car manufacturing

Internal R&D and direct
car manufacturing

Internal R&D, direct
manufacturing, join venture for

Chinese market

Key resources

27,000 employees, 3700 patents,
1300 swap stations, 14,000

charging piles, does not own AD
chips and battery plant, but they

are planned for 2024

128,000 employees, 3300 patents,
45,000 charging piles, own AD

chip, own battery plant

149,000 employees, 60,000 patents
(2010–2020), 15,000 charging piles
+ collaborations + IONITY, battery

factories, AD chip with
Qualcomm collaboration

Key processes
Direct sales, offline experience

points and centers, BaaS, NIO life,
collaboration for mobility services

Direct sales, offline experience
points, own robo-taxi technology

(planned for 2024)

Dealership model but shifting to
agency model from 2024,

collaboration for mobility services

Customer Value Proposition: Tesla adopted the three-step strategy trying to cover all
segments with its products, starting from niche market (Tesla Roadster) to mass market
(Tesla Model 3 and the rumored Tesla Model 2). NIO, even starting with a niche market
(EP9), has focused on the high-end segment. The mass market will be targeted with another
new brand. BMW, even targeting 50% of BEV for its 2030 global sales, defines itself the
global top manufacturer of premium vehicles [106] (not specifying the technology, so
including ICE ones).

Profit Formula: Tesla has direct control over R&D and manufacturing and was one of
the first foreign car makers to secure permission for building its own factory in China. On
the other hand, the authors observed that NIO relies on outsourcing collaboration with JAC
Motors. BMW manufactures its vehicles directly for the Western market, but it engages
in a joint venture with BMW Brilliance Automotive for the Chinese market, where it has
recently increased its ownership to 75% [106].

Key Resources: Despite being founded more recently and employing less than a
quarter of Tesla’s workforce, NIO can boast a comparable number of patents. NIO’s
focus is on battery-swap stations, yet it already possesses a number of charging piles that
amount to one-third of Tesla’s owned ones. Tesla already operates a Gigafactory for battery
production and has engineered its own autonomous driving chip. NIO intends to emulate
this strategy by the end of 2024, considering the battery factory and the AD chip crucial
for enhancing corporate profitability. BMW has the highest number of employees among
the three, and its over 100 years of history enables it to boast more than 60,000 patents in
just the last decade [107]. BMW owns more than 15,000 charging points, mostly due to
collaboration through partners, and has founded IONITY together with other OEMs, an
European high-power charging network [108]. BMW owns battery factories but prefers to
rely to Qualcomm collaboration for its AD chip development [109].

Key Processes: Both Tesla and NIO employ the direct sales model, unlike BMW, which
relies on an extensive network of dealerships. However, BMW has announced its intention
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to gradually transition from the traditional sales model to agency contracts starting from
2024 [110]. Also, we observed that NIO Houses are more than just simple experience points;
they also are entry points to integrate the customers and help sell the NIO Life products.
Furthermore, NIO can also boast additional revenues stemming from models resulting
from the separation of the battery from the vehicle body, such as the battery as a service
model. Finally, NIO has plans for future collaborations in robo-taxis and mobility as a
service. On the other hand, BMW has established the joint venture Freenow with Mercedes,
and Tesla has announced its work on future robo-taxis, which are expected to arrive by
2024 [111].

5. Conclusions

In conclusion, this research has yielded an innovative framework tailored to scrutinize,
amalgamate, and prognosticate the trajectory of a business model substantiated through
real-world application within the automotive industry. The study’s distinctive contributions
can be distilled into five key achievements:

• A comprehensive amalgamation of analytical tools encompassing PEST analysis, in-
cluding Porter’s competitive forces model for threats, SWOT matrices, and the business
model canvas, culminated in an integrated methodology to holistically delineate a
company’s business model evolution;

• The adept application of PEST analysis to the automotive sphere was attuned to the
dynamic contours of the global market and, in particular, the battery electric vehicle
(BEV) sector, furnishing insightful insights;

• A lucid exposition of the ongoing servitization evolution in the automotive land-
scape was distilled through a simplified rendition of Gaiardelli’s product-service
systems classification. Special attention is dedicated to emergent trends in service-
centric paradigms;

• A detailed exposition of the case study featuring NIO, the Chinese electric vehicle
manufacturer, which meticulously unraveled its innovative product offerings, brand
strategy, and the nuanced deployment of its business model;

• The methodological framework elucidated in this study, guided by publicly available
data, was employed to elucidate the existing business model canvas of NIO. Fur-
thermore, the investigation embarked on conjecturing and engaging in thoughtful
discourse regarding potential future shifts in NIO’s business model.

With regards to tangible implications, the study’s ambition was to engender a more
structured methodology compared to a solitary reliance on the BMC tool. This approach is
strategically advantageous, as it compels a comprehensive analysis of inputs and prompts
thoughtful queries prior to configuring each building block. Consequently, this approach
engenders a holistic and immediate panorama of the prevailing framework as well as po-
tential shifts in the business model’s contours. This methodological paradigm is effectively
demonstrated within the BEV sector, as illuminated by the tangible example of a startup,
offering a qualitative lens into its technological and commercial strategies during a pivotal
developmental juncture.

Pondering future trajectories, an intriguing avenue lies in the prospect of adapting this
methodology to prognosticate a spectrum of alternative scenarios for the model itself. This
adaptation might entail explicit integration of paramount interactions between the building
blocks and external factors, potentially in a visually illustrative format, as proposed by
Osterwalder and Pigneur. By applying predefined inputs, this enriched model could
discern variations in these interactions, thus formulating divergent evolutionary pathways
influenced by the nature and intensity of external forces. Invariably, such scenarios would
be correlated with a tapestry of PEST permutations, culminating in an even more nuanced
and dynamic analysis. This endeavor would undoubtedly extend the boundaries of future
research, unlocking fresh avenues to comprehend the intricate dance between business
models and their external environment.
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